Eight yews are recorded here. The veteran (1) grows due east of the church. It appears to have been topped at a height of about 8' long ago and now has much regrowth on the edges of the old trunk at this height. Beneath this height the trunk is hollow or hollowing with red/brown cubical rot clearly seen within. It was measured at 1' 6" above the higher ground (to avoid the bulging root on the south side) and a girth of 12' 9" was recorded.

Yew 2, growing at the NE perimeter of the churchyard, appears from a distance to be a large number of young yews. Closer inspection shows that they are branches of a large, well hidden male tree, growing above a drop to the road below. Girth of this yew was perhaps between 10' and 12'.

Yew 3 grows NW of the church in an open position. It was planted in 2003 and is a single-stemmed and flourishing female with a height of at least 12'. Girth at 1' was exactly 12''.

Yew 4, just to the south of the millennium yew, is this large stump. The sapwood is well rotted so it appears to have been dead for a long time. It was only by finding sections of bark that I was able to confirm it as yew. It appears to have been a tree with hollow sections and its stump was in at least 3 parts.

Trees 5 and 6, both female, grow at the western perimeter on the north side. The more northerly of the two was in good condition with an estimated girth of 8', the more southerly nearer to 4'.

Trees 7 and 8 are also on the west perimeter but south of the church. They are female and male, with girths of about 3' to 4'. It was unclear whether they are churchyard trees or belong to the owners of adjacent driveways.